Off-campus pc users face busy signals, empty Help Desk

By Laura Brunick
University of Idaho Argonaut

Getting connected to the University of Idaho computer network is becoming more difficult because more students and faculty are using the network. The help desk sends a busy signal to anyone who tries to access the network. Help desk officials blame the busy signals on users who are using terminals to access the university network.

"We have a number of problems coming from both sides," said Vicky Miller, a senior majoring in secondary education. "Some users don't have terminals, but others who do have terminals seem to be using them too much. The problem is that not enough people are using the terminals to access the network, and therefore they are not being used.

"The network is designed to be used primarily by students who need access to the computer systems," said Miller. "It is not designed to be used as a personal computer system." However, Miller said that the network is designed to be flexible and can be used for a variety of purposes.
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Announcements

Museum and UI Halloween Slink Friday
Hollywood H2O playing at the Bronx Theater at 7:30 and 9:30
TKE/AGD Haunted House from dusk-8pm

Saturday:
Toner Trick or Treat (you can help too, buy a costume for you and 2-3 pm
Palace Mall Trick or Treat 6-8 pm

TKE/AGD Haunted House from dusk-midnight
AKI Costume Party
Sigma Nu/Alpha Theta Pi Costume Party
Badwater Bump in The Night
CQ's Halloween Bash
The Music Department's Tudorbox 8-9 pm.

Today:
Today, 7-30 pm. Jazz Concert, Band and Choirs and so forth for the Music rental hall.
Drop the class, leave the school — today or never.
"Zen and the Brain" is the topic of James H. Austin, M.D.'s Forum today from 3:30 to 5:00 pm at the Campus Christian Center

CQ's Halloween Bash
The Music Department's Tudorbox 8-9 pm.

Today:
7:30 pm. Jazz Concert, Band and Choirs and so forth for the Music rental hall.

Come to the AGD/TKE Haunted House
DAYS: OCTOBER 30 and 31ST
TIME: DUSK TO MIDNIGHT
PLACE: TAU KAPPA EPSILON HOUSE
COST: $3 OR $2 AND A CAN OF FOOD

Support the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, Special Olympics, and the Moscow Food Bank.

CQ's Halloween Bash
The Music Department's Tudorbox 8-9 pm.

Thursday:
7:00 pm. Jazz Concert, Band and Choirs and so forth for the Music rental hall.

Come to the AGD/TKE Haunted House
DAYS: OCTOBER 30 and 31ST
TIME: DUSK TO MIDNIGHT
PLACE: TAU KAPPA EPSILON HOUSE
COST: $3 OR $2 AND A CAN OF FOOD

Support the Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation, Special Olympics, and the Moscow Food Bank.

Trinity Baptist Church (882-2277)
First Presbyterian Church (882-4733)
Concordia Lutheran Church (208) 882-7794

Share Your Faith

A Religious Directory

To place your ad in the next Religious Directory of the Argonaut, call 882-7794

Announcing Sub-Regional Meetings
The University of Idaho Association

For more information contact the University of Idaho Association at 885-2307.
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**PRESIDENT’S CORNER**

One distinct feature of any resident campus is a robust, active Intercollegiate Athletics program. The University of Idaho is no exception, and a couple of events this past week reflect the diligent efforts of our Greek community to grow and prosper.

Early this week, Greek students hosted a variety of US Student Affairs staff during a nation-wide Greek Life and Higher Education Conference that held in the University of Vermont, the teleconference brought together a group of national experts from higher education and Greek Life to discuss these events.

The role of the culture that has featured among recent trends in the education community is significantly involved in the program, We sought to be able to host just four campuses in the country as have student leaders participate directly in panels responding to questions. "We’re glad to have a forum to discuss how we’re doing," said a national prow. "It’s a forum for presenting our own ideas on how to improve the system."

**Student Spotlight**

**Maria Zablotska**

**University of Idaho Student**

"People obey the law compared to the Ukrainians," said Maria Zablotska, a foreign exchange student in Moscow. "I really enjoy coming to Idaho."

Zablotska, who arrived in the United States from Ukraine, said that she is not only enjoying the many of the cultural differences. She found the food here that’s great, but not bad — just different.

Zablotska was astonished by the way people dressed in the Ukraine, professors and students dress in a more formal style compared to the casual style here in the United States. People are dressed in suits and the street and the stores in the United States in the Ukraine. Zablotska was also surprised at the way the professors conduct their classes. The professors in the United States are more ready and instead of the professors writing their notes on the blackboard or overhead, they read their notes and instruct the students.

One of the good things about the US, Zablotska said, is that’s easy to make friends and meet people. "People from Moscow are friendly and are always ready to help people."

To meet people and learn culture is one of the reasons Zablotska decided to come to the US. She also wants to become more fluent in English and wants to study communications, although that specifically interested in journalism. The reason she didn’t want to study communications in the Ukraine is because freedom of speech is currently in the Ukraine, where there are many restrictions on the internet and English is not as widely spoken. Zablotska is a professional who has lived in the US for about six years, and she is planning to return to the Ukraine after her exchange year.

"I’m very glad I came here because I have many friends, especially international students including: Ukraine, Brazil, Mexico, France, and other countries. I’ve also made friends from America. My roommate is from Spain," Zablotska said. "People are really same everywhere, no matter where they are from."

Zablotska has had the privilege of coming to the US on an exchange program through the American Council of Teachers of Ukraine and through the United States Informational Agency. The US Informational Agency allows students from the former Soviet Union and Russia to come to the states, the said to qualify she had to take a test in English and pass at intern. The purpose of the program is to go to school in a different country and culture, meet new people and learn about other countries. Other reasons include to gain better experiences in her major and apply or experience what she does when she returns to the Ukraine.

**Moscow Extended Weather Forecast**

Friday

- Sunny
- High: 54°F
- Low: 30°F

Saturday

- Partly Cloudy
- High: 54°F
- Low: 30°F

Sunday

- Showers
- High: 54°F
- Low: 27°F

Monday

- Partly Cloudy
- High: 54°F
- Low: 25°F
Get off your ass and vote!

By Greg Molition
University of Idaho Argonaut

Four years ago, the Republican Party chose a Contract with America. This Tuesday, November 3rd and 4th college campuses across the nation will be closing in for the kill. They have a strategy to protect their power in tightening up procedures, and unearned ass in the community. They are plotting and planning to keep our vote from being cast.

They are counting on your disaffection and disillusionment with the political process to keep you from voting at all. They know you are too upset over the harshness; the one of the prerequisites of the Republicans has been, and always will be, to stop you from voting. They want to keep you out of the voting booth. They will ensure your vote is not counted.

The Republicans know that if they can keep this campaign going, openly, secretly, easily as possible, they will not be able to win an advance in their means. They know you are going to come out on your disillusionment and disillusionment with the political process only vote, but they are counting on all the preference, you tell yourself that your vote is not going to be counted. They are counting on you not to vote at all.

The Republican strategy is to keep on distracting the nation with the issue of world issues, of the peace process. They are trying to deflect our attention from what is really going on in the country.

The Republicans chose to ignore the low levels of financial crises of increasing world situations. The Republicans are focusing on the social issues of the day, of the social issues that are important to the people.

The Republicans are not faring well on our side of the country.

The Republican party is not faring well on our side of the world. They are not winning on our side of the world. They are not winning in the kitchen and the garage.

Joe Call

Johnston Oval Room: Organized RRS-2129

Prohibition leads to excess in United States and abroad

By Mary Cathryn O'Leary

Correspondent

Well, here we go! I am going to try to figure out how to behave my experience in this world. I am going to try to figure out what I can do.
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Stone blazes trails for UI cross country

By Gwenneth Woodard
University of Idaho-Boise

Stone spent all summer hiking through the rugged terrains of Washington, working to establish numerous new trees. Now back to the 1998-99 school year, Stone hopes another fall to date, this one featuring her supporting success on the cross country team.

Stone is one of two seniors on the University of Idaho-Boise cross country team, and the only member of the 1996 Invitational team who remained. Working on wildcats is a very physical and demanding sport. Stone was one of two seniors on the team. She was selected as team captain.

"I'm an athlete, Stone has already established a name for herself in the UI Department of Athletic, Cross Country Track and Field. Stone will be the first cross country runner for the University of Idaho-Boise in the upcoming season.

Stone is a two-year, first-year student at the University of Idaho-Boise, studying education. She has been a member of the cross country team for two seasons.

Stone was selected as team captain.
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Gary Schroeder - Making A Difference for the University of Idaho!

I'm proud to be a University of Idaho graduate and I'm proud to represent the interests of Latah County in the Idaho Senate. I've worked hard for the students, staff and faculty of the University.

Providing access to excellent educational opportunities is critical for our people to succeed, and is my top priority. As Chairman of the Senate Education Committee, I'm in a position to push legislation that benefits the University of Idaho and to block harmful measures, for example:

- Increased funding for WAMI Medical Education
- Increased EPSCOR research and HOIST program
- Funding for new Engineering facilities
- Improved salary equity for faculty and staff
- Passed Public Employee Retirement Plan (PERS Phase II & III)
- Funding for new Biotechnology Research Center
- Stepped down to eliminate funding for UI Women's Center
- Stepped down to assess WAMI & UI student extra fees

A Vote That Counts for the U of I!

GARY SCHROEDER
IDAHO SENATE

"The University of Idaho Shall Renate Idaho's Premier Institution of Higher Learning and Research"
Halloween Round-up.

Halloween is such a timeless holiday. When we were children we went out dressed up as little ghosts, witches and Indians. Nowadays we have kids repeating "trick-or-treat" at every door, trying to fill their bags with as much candy as possible. Sickness is coming to the next day, an over-indulgence of sweets. However for college students really it is not much different; we still dress up in costumes and search houses door to door, only now we are in search of alcohol and sickness is sure to follow. In a few years when you have a family of your own, I'm sure that you will probably be it best to drink a cup of coffee or the like.

On-campus and Moscow happenings
descend a variety of lists, prizes.
When the Halloween weekend crackled in Allston, Boston, Leslie and the whole "Tuba" bunch went to the "Trick-or-Treat" party at the "Ballroom" on Saturday night. When the first ring of the Tuba/GAHO haunted house started Leslie and Celi Calitri in the back door and until dusk and then until 12:00 a.m. the whole time Saturday. Cost was $3 and $2 a can of food that will go to the Moscow Food Bank.

Saturday night is when the raw alcohol is at its highest, but you are still without a costume getting more drunk in some form or other through old clothes or head to head.

Crows of the costume are usually less but a little imagination can make a long way and you're gonna have to look good to win the $100000 prize at CCA. Their annual Halloween Bash will feature live music from the Band of America starting at 9 p.m. but the doors open at 6 p.m. and the audience members judge the best costume. A $3 cover charge is

John's Alley is filling a cruise of a team (Ninja Turtles) with Tom Rane and Fine Print will open for the Ashton United. Costumes are encouraged. A $3 cover charge gets you in, but.

Ningenke confirms best costume winner will receive a free five drinks and the Kruppman said that they will be happy to have you dress up as you want. A $3 cover charge gets you in, but.

Tuba Band and Barge is also joining in on the fun, with the Band Magic Action for listening entertainment. Barge may also be offering a shuttle bus to bring participants out to their remote location, but details were unknown at deadline for this paper. For more information.

The rally "artfully hoarseness" that takes place in the Moscow Social Club only is for those interested, but 200 tickets are left in the offices who call when a Halloween event is held in Moscow. Kays costume contest runs until 6 p.m. until the costume contest runs until 5 p.m. Playing at the funny gallery will be John's Alley. Several prices will be given away all night.

The recent department is putting together their and Jock Landry's that promises to be an "always dumpy" fun. Waited Tuba Band and Barge that attends Alliance Saw (related article also for more details.

For those who your "like" from the two, "Tunes Trick-or-Treat begins at 2 p.m. Kids are once to earn the stain to eat and the annual, games, activities and refreshments for 3 p.m. The Palace Pub has a special Halloween Menu and Mr. McConnell Mann has a story reading by witches from 1.3 p.m.

It is in your interest to participate in the events of the downtown of Moscow to celebrate, because it does not only mean entertainment. A Barge may also be offering a shuttle bus to bring participants out to their remote location, but details were unknown at deadline for this paper. For more information.
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New Vanilla Ice album likely to cause gagging

An album review
By Latasha Taylor
University of Idaho Argonaut

Ice, baby. Ice, do de do de do de do baby... Bring back any memories? If your junior high days were anything like mine, you had one line of that song ingrained in your mind. Ice is back with a brand new invention, an album entitled Album to Remember, which is nothing anyone would expect.

Vanilla Ice, a.k.a. Robert Van Winkle, is moving on to a new sound. Since his last album, Album to Remember appeared in 1996, he has been working on reviving his sound and his life. He took it to heart. It’s not a wise thing to do anything, but to re-evaluate the way you were doing it.

It’s something completely different, off key, something that’s not been done. Ice made a new stage appearance. It has more of a hard edge, it’s not rock ’n roll, it’s not heavy metal, and it’s definitely not pop. It’s called “rock ’n roll” and only a handful of people are doing it.

After being introduced to produc- er Ron Robinson (Kerry, Stephenie, Limp Bizkit) and spending numer- ous hours in the studio, Ice and Robinson argue they have found a sound that they believe everyone is looking for. Ice says he wants to do something new, get enough of that I like, show his style and gram- ments the first time around.

“I was 16 years old and broke, when they asked if I wanted to make a million dollars, you better believe I said yes!” Ice. How Robert kept causing his success with MC Hammer. So when Hammer’s slow song went to the top they pushed the leaden to follow. One minute they signed him and the next minute they had been in the drawer more putting on sloppy pants. DRR was an attempt at changing their image, even going to the extent of selling his biography without any sense.

Ice says it: “They didn’t want everyone to know I was selling drugs to pay for my radio time.” In the Europe the hit the top and sold over 13 million copies worldwide. “Ice for Ice” was on a roll. I chart hit. The approach worked, and when Ice figured out what was going on it was already too late. He was a washed up has been. That was when he turned to the drugs. It was hard going from an Ice to having no one want to hear you at all.

“I didn’t want to face reality.” Ice explained. He released Album to Remember in 1996, “cause that’s exactly what I was doing. Showing my end.”

GARY SCHROEDER
IDAOSENATE

“W E’ V R O T I N G  F O R  D I R K ! ”

Please join us November 3rd in endorsing proven leadership for Idaho. We’re all making sure our votes count.

For the future of our great state, we’re asking you to do the same. Because – together we can do some really tremendous things!

Public money spent on education is a wise investment in our people, our communities and in the future of our state. Educated, responsible citizens benefit all of society, providing informed voters for our democracy and skilled employees for industry.

I believe that more public dollars should be invested to keep fees low and provide excellent educational opportunities for our University students.

I will continue to work to ensure that everyone has access to the great opportuni- ties available at the University of Idaho!
THE UOFI SOUND MACHINE PRESENTS
THE ORANGE ASTRONAUTS

You're going to need a Prune Powdered Proton Energy Pill to keep up with this band!

Gault-Upham Party Room 7pm.
(That's in the Dorns)

FREE CONCERT ON SATURDAY NOV. 7TH